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Best antivirus app for android smartphones

Yes, Android devices have serious security problems. There is Android malware out there - mostly outside the Google Play Store. The biggest problem is that most Android devices are not updated security. Android antivirus applications are not a solution to these problems. Security companies have pushed their Android antivirus applications, using the
concern about the Stagefright exploit to sell security software. But Android antivirus apps aren't going to help you here. How antivirus works on Windows, and how it doesn't work on Android CONNEXES: Android Stagefright Exploit: What you need to know and how to protect yourself first, let's cover how antivirus software works on Windows. Software
antivirus on Windows hooks in the operating system at a low level. To provide real-time protection, antivirus applications use file system filter drivers to intercept file access requests and scan files for malware before they are allowed to run or otherwise access them. If the antivirus app detects a problem, it can block access and use its low-level permissions to
immediately remove or quarantine the malware. That's how antivirus works on Windows — Windows provides a way for antivirus software to get low-level system access. RELATED: Why iPhones are safer than Android Android phones doesn't provide a way for antivirus applications to get that low-level access. Android limits all applications to sandboxes and
restricts the permissions they can use. There is no special way for an antivirus application to plug into your system at a low level and prevent you from installing a malicious application, or stopping a malicious website or message from exploiting a security hole and running malware on your system. When the malware is already running, the Android sandbox
prevents the antivirus application from interfering or shutting down a malicious application. If the malware has used a security hole to access the root, this malware is actually running with higher permissions than the antivirus application itself. You can see it when you install an antivirus app on Android - it must list its permissions, just like all other applications.
So what do Android antivirus apps do? Of course, Android antivirus apps can do some things. They can view a list of apps you've installed, check the names of those apps, and compare them to a known list of infected apps. It's — applications are scanned by their names. Android antivirus applications cannot scan your system for malicious processes that
may have been installed when your phone was compromised by a security hole. An antivirus application can also have a file scanning function, offering to scan your SD card and storing intel - the part accessible to the user, at least - for potentially malicious files. But unless you download malicious Android apps in the form of APK and store them on your SD
card, it won't really do much good. It cannot scan the entire file system — including system areas, where programs are stored — as it can on Windows. Android antivirus apps can still more than that, of course. They can monitor your network activity and scan incoming traffic to prevent you from visiting malicious web pages and downloading potentially
malicious applications. This kind of activity will slow down your phone — or at least empty its battery a little more than necessary — and works more like a web filter than anything else. These apps also get excited about other tangential-related features, such as lost phone tracking. But Android lets you track and wipe your lost devices for free. Your Android
device has integrated antivirus related: Does your Android phone need an antivirus app? But here's the thing: Your Android device has already built in antivirus features. If you just get your Google Play apps, these apps are constantly scanned for malware. If Google finds a malicious app in Google Play, the app is removed from Google Play and can also be
automatically removed from your device. If you decide to activate apps from unknown sources and sideload an application from the web, the first time you do, you'll be asked if you want to let Google scan the apps you install for malware. Try installing a malicious app — even an app from outside Google Play — and Android will notify you. These Check Apps
options are located in the Google Settings app on your device, under security. It regularly checks your device for potential security issues and malicious applications. This stuff is cooked in the Android operating system as part of Google Play Services. Unlike Android antivirus applications, Google Play Services has a higher level of access to the system and
receives automatic updates to try to fix security vulnerabilities without full operating system updates. There are others as well. Google Chrome for Android now includes the same google safe navigation feature used on Chrome for desktop, so Chrome itself is already scanning incoming traffic and notifying you before accessing potentially dangerous web
pages or downloading potentially dangerous apps. Skip antivirus apps We're not saying that Android's built-in security protections are good enough. Android devices must receive regular security updates for their operating systems. But an antivirus application does not provide any real additional security. Your Android device already has more powerful built-
in antivirus features. In theory, if Android provided enough low-level access to apps an antivirus application might actually be useful. However, it didn't, so antivirus applications aren't useful now. Adding sufficient permissions for antivirus applications to work would also open up new avenues for malware to take advantage of these same low-level
permissions. This app will probably worsen your battery life, and could cost you money if you decided to pay for them. Worse, they could provide a false sense of security. Aside from that, they're not really harmful to use - they're just not useful enough. Protecting your Antivirus apps for Android devices is not important to stay safe on Android. Avoid
recharging apps if possible just get them from Google Play. Most malicious applications come from outside Google Play. For example, Chinese app stores often seem to contain infected applications. Downloading a pirated version of a paid game and trying to install it is also dangerous. However, there are some legitimate apps that you may want to sideload,
like the Amazon Appstore and all the apps of it. It is also important to use a device that receives security updates. If you want to use an Android device, we recommend Google's Nexus devices, which receive security updates directly from Google. Even these devices aren't security updates as fast as they should, but they're better than the alternative. Yes,
most Android devices will not receive security updates. This is a crazy situation in which Google, device manufacturers and cellular carriers have put us. It is understandable that many Android users, coming from Windows, would think about installing an antivirus application. After all, many of these applications are made by companies that also create
Windows antivirus. But these antivirus applications don't work like Windows antivirus software and don't have enough permissions to really secure your device. Android already has more comprehensive antivirus protections in the operating system. Image credit: Uncalno Tekno on Flickr, TechStage on Flickr When you are at the top of the pile, a big fish in a
large pond, or if you describe the largest operating system in the world, you are a target for exploitation. Scammers, hackers, disgruntled and unrepreserating spend countless hours of energy trying to figure out how to take advantage of you and the good people who rely on you. So it's no wonder that there are so many Android antivirus and security apps
designed to protect you and your mobile devices from the relentless perils of violating your smartphone, and thus your privacy and your life. Is Antivirus Enough? As has always been the case with the most popular desktop operating system, Windows, your Android device is constantly attacked by viruses, malware and other security threats designed
primarily to steal your most private information, such as banking, credit card, and other credit-sensitive data, and sometimes even your smartphone itself. Therefore, not only is it essential that you protect your data, but it is also crucial that you have options if someone steals or otherwise gets possession of your phone - anti-theft protection. As a general rule,
antivirus applications your device, its software and incoming applications and data in search of threats and annihilate them in turn. They perform these functions and usually some other security options, such as, say, blocking unwanted calls, for free. To add anti-theft and other heavier security features, sometimes you'll have to switch to a paid version,
ranging from about $20 to $80, and sometimes not. Antitheft apps, of course, can't actually stop someone from stealing your phone, or you from losing it. But what they can do is allow you to follow or, if this is the case, lock it or wipe it remotely, thus thwarting any attempt to access and exploit your data. Some apps go so far as to allow you to disable or
completely remove specific applications, such as, for example, your banking and credit card applications, remotely. Other security features include looking at your apps and reporting those that don't need permissions, such as checking your contacts, scanning your call logs, locating you geographically, or texting. If, for example, your phone or messaging app
wants to access your contacts, that's one thing, but if a stupid little revenue-gathering app tries to peak at your private data, you shouldn't just want to know, but you'll probably want to turn it off. Another way for smartphone thieves to try to claim your data, and your device itself, is by replacing the SIM card. Many security antivirus applications provide ways to
counteract this, either by detecting a SIM card change, locking the device, or by sending you the new phone number associated with the SIM card, allowing you to send the coded messages needed to initiate anti-theft measures to protect or erase your data. Global Efficiency Normally, when compiling a roundup of products like this, at the beginning of the
preparation work, I would install all these products (and others for review) and run them through a series of performance and efficiency benchmark tests. In this case, however, several third-party analytics and testing companies, including AV-Test, AV-Comparatives, MRG-Effitas, and others have already made great efforts to test these products. Thus, in
addition to my test and timing data, I relied heavily on independent and third-party comparative analysis. I also analyzed the usability and overall usability of user interfaces. What most of these products have in common, even those that have not cut this list, is that they all work very well. Unless otherwise stated in the specific review of a product below, all
products on this list have therefore passed performance tests, such as locating and neutralizing known threats, blocking malicious sites and links, and so on, with the highest percentages of accuracy among their peers. Sometimes, however, as with Norton Security and Antivirus, you have to switch to the paid version to get the whole top, the most obvious
and desired features. With the Norton product, for example, you need to switch to Norton Mobile Security to get the ability to scan and block sites Malicious. In most cases, all free versions of these products contain the basic antivirus protection you expect; I'll let you know if and when they don't. If it's on this list note that if an app has done on this list, I
consider it a solid candidate to protect your Android phone. The order, however, is alphabetical and has nothing to do with one product being better than the other. In other words, this list is not a hierarchy from best to worst or vice versa. That said, let's get started. Avast Mobile Mobile Pros: Free version includes firewall, antitheft, and blocking app
lockingVPN calls in the premium version Disadvantages: Bottom Line: The free version should be robust enough for most users, and the intensification of the premium version adds VPN and other important features. Versions: Avast Mobile Security, comes with just about everything - freeAvast Mobile Security Pro, adds VPN, password management, and a
few other features; one license is $40, three is $55, and five is $85, with a 10-player license package running about $14 per device. Avast products are a giant of antivirus and are well known for their performance and functionality. The free Avast Mobile Security version comes with just about everything you need to keep your phone completely secure. This
includes blocking spam, viruses and detecting and removing malware, detecting and removing viruses from malicious applications, detecting web pages and malicious links, security control of the Wi-Fi network, anti-theft protection (including taking a photo and audio of the thief with the Pro version), cleaning up storage , RAM boost, battery consumption
controls, and more. The intensification of the Pro version allows you, once again, to get snapshots and audio from a potential thief, to sign up and lock the SIM card change, VPN, application and media protection via PIN codes and password management. Avast also monitors your usage to see which apps you use most of the time, determines which apps
are best used on a Wi-Fi connection (as opposed to the phone data network) and helps you determine how specific apps access specific aspects of your phone, such as contacts, emails, messages, and so on. Bitdefender Pros: Low OS overheadMyriad Features, including antitheft, VPN, and ransomware protectionRemote Control and Monitoring Cons:
Scans must be planned or manually initiated Bottom Line: Depending on which version you choose, Bitdefender is a huge, comprehensive antivirus and security mega-suite app. Versions: A prize winner by almost every post and organization that reviewed it, Bitdefender is a powerful Android antivirus and security app. Versions: A prize winner by almost
every post and organization that reviewed it, Bitdefender is a powerful Android antivirus and mega-suite security app. Versions: A prize winner by almost every post and organization that reviewed it, Bitdefender is a powerful antivirus and security mega-suite app. Versions: A prize winner by almost all publications and organizations that reviewed it,
Bitdefender is a powerful antivirus and security mega-suite app. Versions: A prize winner by almost every post and organization that reviewed it, Bitdefender is a powerful antivirus and security mega-suite app. Versions: A prize winner by almost every post and organization that reviewed it, Bitdefender is a powerful antivirus and security mega-suite app.
Versions: A prize winner by almost every post and organization that reviewed it, Bit The free addition, of course, provides bare-bones antivirus and malicious protection features, including behavioral detection to closely monitor your active applications, and when it detects something suspicious, it takes instant action. Powerful analytics engines detect and
remove all malware, viruses, worms and Trojans, and ransomware, zero-day exploits, rootkits and spyware. Bitdefender Total Security comes with just about every Android security feature available, including antitheft, device administrator, app lock, account privacy, and well, much more. If you turn it on, there's even a feature that takes a snapshot when
someone tries to guess your lock screen PIN. While you need to plan or run scans manually, making the OS overhead of this application so small, Bitdefender virus scans in my test are among the fastest in the business. App locking provides extra security on messages, emails and settings, settings, and other apps you choose. It also protects you from
fraudulent and malicious sites inside Chrome and several other browsers. Kaspersky Pros: Excellent malware protectionProtect up to 20 devicesThe use of several features include parental control, password management, VPN and securityOnline dashboard to handle security disadvantages: Password manager could be more robustRequires several
separate Bottom Line installations: Depending on which version you choose, Kaspersky is a complete and non-absurd antivirus-security application that leaves little to desire. Versions: Kaspersky Internet Security for Android, a robust feature set - Free Kaspersky Total Security, one device for one year for $14.95; three devices for one year for $24.95.
There's also the multiplatform version that supports up to 20 Windows, MacOS, Android and iOS devices ($149.99 MSRP/$59.99) The free Kaspersky version is one of the most robust I've seen and maybe everything you really need to protect your Android smartphone. Not only does it offer powerful mobile antivirus protection and malware, but it also scans
for dangerous applications and links, but you'll have to launch a $4-a-month update to get this. What comes with the free version is the featured anti-theft protection, including the ability to lock your phone or wipe it remotely if it is stolen or lost. What is missing in the free version, however, is the ability to set up automated scans for malware, anti-phishing
protection for sites and SMS links, and a privacy feature that allows you to lock your apps with a code, as well as hide calls and texts from unauthorized users on your device. Kaspersky also makes Kaspersky Security Cloud, which lists for $149.99 and sells on the street for about 1/3 of that. With this product, you get 20 Android, Windows, macOS or iOS
devices. Depending on the device, features and controls are extended. Protection on your Android smartphone includes scanning the Wi-Fi network, optimizing the operating system, unused data cleaner to remove unused apps, as well as a battery life saver and booster. However, it does not provide anti-virus protection. You need to install this separately
with the free Android app discussed earlier. There is also a Kaspersky Safe Kids option that filters content and monitors social media. And you can use the app to track your child's location on their smartphone. McAfee Pros: Cheap 10 license version available Controls for data leaks Strong antiphishingRansomware protection cons: Bottom Line: For
households and businesses with many devices, McAfee AntiVirus Plus supports 10 Android, Windows, macOS and iOS devices. Versions: McAfee Mobile Security for Android - Free McAfee Total Protection, come in three versions, one, five and 10 licenses for Android, Windows, macOS, and iOS devices, for $29.99, $39.99, and $44.99 per year,
respectively. A huge and trustworthy name in antivirus and security, McAfee offers, if you choose the free autonomous Android autonomous or the Multiplatform Total Protection product, protect your devices. In addition to antivirus protection, the free version features anti-theft features and location of extended devices, including the ability to take a photo of
the thief or someone else trying to violate your smartphone. However, to get the ability to check for malicious sites, the app lock function, Wi-Fi network protection, eliminate ads, and a multimedia support feature, you need to upgrade to the Pro version, which works $79.99, or $30 more than the multiplatform 10-device Total Protection package. Although you
get support for up to 10 Android devices with the Android Pro package. The intensification of the Total Protection multiplatform product allows you, in addition to the features listed in the previous paragraph, identity theft protection, password management, ransomware protection, a firewall, McAfee Mobile Security, and more. If you only have one device to
protect, however, by far the best deal is the $30 total protection package. While this is an excellent product, McAfee should take another look at its price logistics. Also, during installation, somehow I managed to lock my McAfee online account before I finished setting it up, which added several frustrating steps to get anti-theft and other features that depended
on my work account. Norton Pros: Formidable Detection Antivirus and MalwareLock Your Phone RemoteConsistently Top Scores During TestsBuilt-in Firewall Virus Protection GuaranteedVPNParental ControlsOnline Backup Cons: Requires Upgrade for Malicious Site Protection Bottom Line: Tons of Features, including online backup, VPN, many security
features, parental controls, and more, make Norton 360 a mainstay in antivirus and security products. Versions: Norton Mobile Security, provides extensive security including anti-theft and call blocking - free for 30 days, then $29.99 (on sale for half of what I wrote this). Norton 360, is available in Standard and Deluxe ($79.99 MSRP/ $49.99 retail, $99.99
MSRP/$59.99 retail), with the main difference being that the Deluxe product supports up to five Android, Windows, macOS or iOS devices. Also comes with 50GB of online backup space. Norton 360 with LifeLock Select, comes with everything in the previous product plus lifelock identity theft protection and 100GB of backup space, for $149.99 MSRP/$99.99
retail. Definitely one of the first and probably best known, Norton antivirus and security products have been around a long and they work exceptionally well. Although there is no free product, the company offers a 30-day trial of its Norton Mobile Security, or you can get it in a five-device pack in Norton 360 Deluxe (which I've been using without a hit for
several years). In addition to antivirus protection, you get the following features: Online Threat ProtectionAntitheft Cloud backupSmart FirewallPassword managerThe protection against viruses guarantees parental controlVPNLifeLock FeaturesUS based identity based Dollar Protection PackageData violation notifications granted, not everyone needs any of
this, and to get everything you need to pay from $100 to $150 a year. Norton also promises that your devices will remain virus-free or refund your money. Conclusion In addition to these five products, there are many others available, and settling on these has not been easy. Many of them are free. But, if you're like me, with a household full of Android,
Windows and iOS devices, you're much better off choosing one of the mega-bundles that provide multiplatform support. Be careful, however, even the best of these skimp on the Support of the Apple device. The good news is that macOS and iOS are closed architectures and therefore not so easily exploited, nor do they present almost as big, jucy a target as



do Android devices. In any case, be sure to check that the package you choose comes with the desired features on the platforms you use. Use.
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